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abstract: Hamilton’s inclusive fitness theory provides a leading
explanation for the problem of cooperation. A general result from
inclusive fitness theory is that, except under restrictive conditions,
cooperation should not be subject to frequency-dependent selection.
However, several recent studies in microbial systems have demon-
strated that the relative fitness of cheaters, which do not cooperate,
is greater when cheaters are rarer. Here we demonstrate theoretically
that such frequency-dependent selection can occur in microbes when
there is (1) sufficient population structuring or (2) an association
between the level of cooperation and total population growth. We
test prediction (2) and its underlying assumption, using the path-
ogenic bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa, by competing strains that
produce iron-scavenging siderophore molecules (cooperators) with
nonproducers (cheaters) at various ratios, under conditions that min-
imize population structuring. We found that both the relative fitness
of cheaters and the productivity of the mixed culture were signifi-
cantly negatively related to initial cheater frequency. Furthermore,
when the period of population growth was experimentally shortened,
the strength of frequency dependence was reduced. More generally,
we argue that frequency-dependent selection on cooperative traits
may be more common in microbes than in metazoans because strong
selection, structuring, and cooperation-dependent growth will be
more common in microbial populations.
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Explaining cooperation is one of the greatest challenges
for evolutionary biology (Maynard Smith and Szathmàry
1995; Hamilton 1996). The problem is this: why should
an individual perform a cooperative behavior that appears
costly to perform but benefits other individuals (Hamilton
1964)? Following a wealth of theoretical work in this area
in recent decades, we now have an excellent general un-
derstanding of the different ways in which cooperation
can be favored (reviewed by Frank [2003]; Sachs et al.
[2004]; Lehmann and Keller [2006]; West et al. [2006],
[2007]). However, much of this vast body of theory has
been developed to elucidate general principles and is less
useful for stimulating empirical tests of theory (Leimar
and Hammerstein 2006). Consequently, a major task for
social evolution research is to take this general theory and
develop it so it can be tested empirically, with specific
groups of organisms.

Microbes offer a number of advantages for testing social
evolution theory (reviewed by Crespi [2001]; West et al.
[2006]). In particular, they perform a number of coop-
erative behaviors, where it is possible to alter the costs and
benefits of cooperation experimentally and then follow the
fitness consequences (West et al. 2006). Recently, there has
been interest in how the relative fitness of cooperators,
and cheaters who do not cooperate (or cooperate less),
depends on the relative proportion of cooperators in the
population (Levin 1988; Velicer et al. 2000; Dugatkin et
al. 2003, 2005; Harrison et al. 2006; MacLean and Gudelj
2006). However, these experimental examinations of fre-
quency dependence contrast with most theory in this area,
where frequency dependence is not predicted. Indeed, a
major result from Hamilton’s (1964) original inclusive fit-
ness formulation, showing how cooperation can be favored
between relatives, was that the inclusive fitness of coop-
erators did not vary with gene frequency at all. Instead,
because increased cooperation provides benefits to both
cooperators and cheaters, the inclusive fitness advantage
of cooperation remains constant despite changes in the
frequency of cooperators. Hamilton was so pleased by this
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result that he later described it as a “gift from God” (Ham-
ilton 1988, p. 16). Subsequent work has shown that fre-
quency dependence can enter into kin selection theory in
cases featuring strong selection (genes with large fitness
effects) or nonadditivity (e.g., Charlesworth 1978; Michod
1982; Toro et al. 1982; Queller 1984; Day and Taylor 1998;
Frank 1998; Rousset 2004; Wild and Traulsen 2007).

Our first aim in this article is to develop theory that
predicts specifically when and why frequency-dependent
selection on cooperation should be observed in microbes.
The phenomenon is illustrated by considering the extra-
cellular secretion of substances that can be utilized by
neighboring cells. The production of such “public goods”
requires explanation because they are costly to the indi-
vidual to produce but provide a benefit to the local group
(West et al. 2006). In this situation, we might, at first
glance, expect that selection on cells that contribute less
than their fair share to the public good resource pool
(cheaters) should be frequency dependent. That is, cheat-
ers should do better when they are rare, because there will
be more public goods/cooperators for them to exploit.
However, cooperators also gain a benefit from being in a
more cooperative population. In the simplest scenario,
these two effects exactly cancel, and so selection on cheat-
ers and cooperators does not depend on their frequency
(see next section). We examine the extent to which fre-
quency dependence does arise when the following biolog-
ical complexities are taken into consideration: population
structure, effects of cooperation on population growth,
and large (as opposed to small) fitness consequences as-
sociated with variation in the level of cooperation (strong
selection).

Our models predict that, given strong selection, cheaters
will be subject to negative frequency-dependent selection
(i.e., their relative fitness will be lower when common)
when (1) the population is structured and/or (2) a higher
frequency of cooperators leads to greater population
growth. We tested prediction (2) and the underlying as-
sumption on the relationship between growth and coop-
erator frequency by investigating the production of a pub-
lic good, iron-scavenging siderophore molecules, in the
bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa (West and
Buckling 2003; Griffin et al. 2004). Iron is a major limiting
factor for bacterial growth, because most iron in the en-
vironment is in the insoluble Fe(III) form and is actively
withheld by hosts (Guerinot 1994; Ratledge and Dover
2000). Siderophores scavenge insoluble and host-bound
iron, making it available for bacterial metabolism. To de-
termine whether frequency dependence is a general char-
acteristic of P. aeruginosa siderophore production and not
just a pleiotropic effect associated with a specific coop-
erator-cheater pair, we examined three independently de-
rived cooperator-cheater strain pairs. These involved mu-

tants produced by ultraviolet mutagenesis, single-gene
deletion, and spontaneous natural mutation, respectively.

Models and Analyses

We explore some ways in which frequency-dependent se-
lection can arise in kin selection models for the production
of public goods dilemmas in microbes. In particular, we
examine the role of (1) population structure (including
mixing rates and the scale over which social interaction
occurs) and (2) the dependence of population carrying
capacity and growth on the level of public goods contri-
butions. In both cases, we allow for strong selection, which
is crucial for frequency dependence in the context of social
behaviors and is an important characteristic of many mi-
crobial cooperative traits (see “Discussion”). To begin, we
demonstrate that frequency dependence does not emerge
under the simplest possible scenario with weak selection.

Weak Selection and Frequency Independence

In a broad class of models, weak selection leads to fre-
quency independence (Rousset 2004, p. 80; 2006). To see
why, consider a large population facing a public goods
dilemma, such as, for example, siderophore production.
An individual’s fitness is a function of (1) its level of public
goods contribution, , and (2) the average public goodss
production across the whole population, . Without mak-s̄
ing further assumptions, we can express fitness as ;¯w(s, s)
this can be done for structured and unstructured popu-
lations. Further, we assume that cooperative individuals
contribute an amount and that a proportion p of thesC

individuals in the population are defectors (cheaters) who
contribute a smaller amount, ; hence, ¯s p s � d s pD C

. Thus, the fitness of a cooperator iss � pdC

w p w(s , s � pd), (1)C C C

and the fitness of a cheater is

w p w(s � d, s � pd). (2)D C C

The relative fitness of cheaters is given by the ratio of
cheater and cooperator fitness and, using a Taylor expan-
sion, can be expressed as

w �wD 2ˆv p p 1 � d/w � O(d ), (3)D Fw �s dp0C

where is the fitness of cooperators in theŵ p w(s , s )C C

absence of cheaters. This reveals that, to leading order in
d, the relative fitness of cheaters is not a function of their
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frequency p in the population (the partial derivative ap-
pearing in eq. [3] is not a function of p, because it is
evaluated in the neutral population where , so thatd p 0
cooperators and defectors are indistinguishable and the
frequency of the latter is irrelevant). Hence, if selection is
weak (d sufficiently small for higher-order terms in d to
be negligible; the d-weak selection of Wild and Traulsen
[2007]), it is also frequency independent. For stronger
selection, the trailing term of order d2 becomes more im-
portant, and if this is a function of the frequency of cheat-
ers, then there is the possibility of frequency-dependent
selection. Note that although our analyses focus on
whether the fitness of cheaters is frequency dependent, the
fact that we are examining relative fitness means that they
also demonstrate the nature of selection on cooperators—
if the relative fitness of cheaters decreases as they become
more common, then the relative fitness of cooperators
must increase as they become rarer.

Structured Populations

One way in which strong selection can give rise to fre-
quency-dependent selection is if populations are struc-
tured so that cooperators and cheaters do not share the
same social environment. This could occur in populations
with localized social interaction due to limited mixing of
public goods or cells. A consequence of this is that more
cooperative individuals would have greater access to public
goods, either because they enjoy preferential access to the
public goods that they have produced or because they use
the public goods produced by their clonal relatives (who
are also cooperators). We examine this in general terms,
describing fitness as a product of two components that
capture (1) the cost of producing public goods and (2)
the benefit of receiving public goods. In particular, we
write

ˆ ˆw(s, s) p g(s)h(s), (4)

where w is fitness, g is a growth component that decreases
with one’s individual allocation to public goods produc-
tion s, and h is a growth component that increases with
one’s access to public goods (for related microbial mod-ŝ
els, see Brown 1999; Smith 2001; West et al. 2002; Dugatkin
et al. 2003; West and Buckling 2003). In mathematical
terms, we have , , , and′g 1 0 �g/�s p g ! 0 h 1 0

. We make the further assumption of linear′ˆ�h/�s p h 1 0
or diminishing returns to fecundity as access to public
goods in the social environment is increased, giving

. Due to population structure, the level of pub-2 2ˆ� h/�s ≤ 0
lic goods available in the social environment is correlated
with the individual’s own allocation to public goods, ac-
cording to the expression ; that is, theˆ ¯s p rs � (1 � r)s

level of public goods available lies between one’s own in-
vestment (s) and the population average investment ( ),s̄
according to the relatedness between social partners (r).
The variable r encapsulates the effects of both bacterial
dispersal and the diffusion of public goods through the
population. It therefore allows us to move between the
extremes of a completely mixed population or global dif-
fusion of public goods ( ) and a completely structuredr p 0
population, where all neighbors are of the same genotype
or public goods disperse over such small distances that
they are utilized only by the individual that produced them
( ; cheaters only interact with cheaters, and cooper-r p 1
ators only interact with cooperators).

We compare the fecundity of a cheater strain that al-
locates nothing to public goods ( , defection) to thats p 0
of a strain that allocates a standard unit ( , cooper-s p 1
ation). Respectively, these are

w p g(0)h[(1 � r)(1 � p)] p g h (5)D D D

and

w p g(1)h[r � (1 � r)(1 � p)] p g h , (6)C C C

where p is the population frequency of cheaters, and hence
is the population average allocation to publics̄ p 1 � p

goods, being the proportion of cooperators. The relative
fitness of cheaters can be written as

w g(0)h[(1 � r)(1 � p)] g hD D Dv p p p . (7)
w g(h)I[r � (1 � r)(1 � p)] g hC C C

We now determine whether and how the relative fitness
of cheaters ( ) varies with their frequency in the globalv
population (p):

′ ′dv g h h � h hD D C C Dp (1 � r) . (8)
2dp g hC C

This reveals the following: (1) in the absence of population
structure ( ), there is no frequency dependencer p 0
( ), because cooperators and cheaters share thedv/dp p 0
same social environment; hence, and ;′ ′h p h h p hC D C D

(2) in fully structured populations ( ), there is nor p 1
frequency dependence ( ), because an individ-dv/dp p 0
ual’s social environment is dependent only on its own
cooperation strategy and not on the global frequency of
cooperators; (3) in a population with intermediate struc-
turing ( ), there is negative frequency dependence0 ! r ! 1
( ), because cooperators enjoy more public goodsdv/dp ! 0
in their social environment than do cheaters and hence

and .′ ′h 1 h h ≤ hC D C D

The impact of population structure (r) on cheater rel-
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Figure 1: Structured population model, with fitness given by the product of and , where s is an individual’s own contributionˆ ˆg(s) p 1 � s/2 h(s) p s
to public goods and is the amount of public goods in the individual’s social environment. A, Relative fitness of cheaters ( ) decreases with theirŝ v
frequency (p) and with the degree of population structure (r). B, Total productivity of the population decreases with the frequency of cheaters (p)
and with degree of population structure (r).

ative fitness is examined using the same approach. The
derivative

′ ′dv g ph h � (1 � p)h hD D C C Dp � (9)
2dr g hC C

is a negative quantity, and hence increasing population
structure (higher r) reduces the relative fitness of cheaters.
This is because cheaters will have a higher fitness in more
mixed populations, where they are better able to exploit
the cooperators. This could be tested empirically by ex-
amining the strength of frequency dependence across pop-
ulations that are structured to different degrees, for ex-
ample, using shaken versus unshaken liquid culture media
or semisolid agar culture media of varying viscosities. Nu-
merical illustrations of the model are given in figure 1.

Population Growth as a Function of
Cooperation Frequency

Another way in which strong selection can give rise to
frequency dependence is when the growth of a population
depends on its genetic composition. If the growth of a
bacterial population is negligible when cheating is prev-
alent, we expect little change in population size and genetic
composition, due to cheaters having a limited opportunity
to exploit cooperators. Conversely, if more cooperative

bacterial colonies achieve a higher carrying capacity and
hence more growth, differences in growth rates of coop-
erators and cheaters could lead to more pronounced
changes in gene frequencies. Describing fitness in terms
of absolute increase over the growth period, the relative
fitness of faster growers increases with the number of
rounds of division. Put simply, more growth means a
greater chance for cheaters to exploit cooperators.

For simplicity, consider a well-mixed population of bac-
teria growing exponentially over a time period that de-
pends on the initial proportion of cooperators. Defining
a basic time unit such that the instantaneous rate of growth
is 1 for cooperators, then the growth rate of cheaters can
be represented as . After t time units, the numbers1 � b
of cooperators and cheaters are given by

tn p n e , (10)C, t C, 0

(1�b)tn p n e , (11)D, t D, 0

respectively, where and are, respectively, the num-n nC, 0 D, 0

bers of cooperators and cheaters at time . If growtht p 0
ceases at time , which decreases with the initialt p T(p )0

proportion of cheaters (p0; i.e., ), then the fre-dT/dp ! 00

quency of cheaters following growth is given by

bTn p eD, T 0p p p . (12)T bTn � n p e � 1 � pD, T C, T 0 0
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Figure 2: Logistic growth model, with more cooperative populations experiencing higher carrying capacity, for a range of initial population sizes
( as a proportion of carrying capacity for a fully cooperative population) and initial proportion of cheaters ( ). We assumez p n � n p p n /z0 C,0 D, t 0 D,0 0

that cheaters grow at twice the rate of cooperators and that they exert twice as great a competitive strain on resources ( ). A, Relativea p b p 1
fitness of cheaters ( ) decreases as initial population size (z0) and initial proportion of cheaters (p0) increases, because both result in reducedv
population growth and, hence, less pronounced fitness differences. B, Total productivity of the population (G) decreases as initial population size
(z0) and initial proportion of cheaters (p0) increases, because both result in reduced population growth.

Hence, the relative fitness of cheaters versus cooperators
is

bTv p e . (13)

It is easy to show that relative fitness of cheaters is
frequency dependent and, indeed, that it is a decreasing
function of cheater frequency:

dv �v dT dT
bTp p be (14)

dp �T dp dp0 0 0

is negative because dT/dp0 ! 0. Note that frequency in-
dependence is recovered in the limit of weak selection
(small b). Here, we can write , where isˆ ˆT p T � O(b) T
a constant with respect to the initial frequency of cheaters,
p0. Hence, from a Taylor expansion of equation (13), rel-
ative fitness is given by ; that is, to a2ˆv p 1 � Tb � O(b )
first-order approximation, it is independent of the fre-
quency of cheaters.

This model of exponential growth, with an abrupt halt
at a time depending on the population level of coopera-
tion, is unrealistic and pursued only for the sake of analytic
tractability. We now consider a more realistic model de-
scribing logistic growth and competition for resources, in
which a population of cooperators can maintain a higher

cell density than can a population of cheaters. In particular,
we continue to assume an intrinsic growth rate of 1 and

for cooperators and cheaters, respectively, but also1 � b
include a density-dependence term in the dynamical equa-
tions describing growth:

dnC p n (1 � E ), (15)C, t tdt

dn D p (1 � b)n (1 � E ), (16)D, t tdt

where the numbers of cooperators and cheaters ( andnC, t

) are expressed as proportions of the total populationn D, t

size that can be maintained at equilibrium (carrying ca-
pacity) if all cells cooperate and isE p n � (1 � a)nt C, t D, t

the “effective” population size, in terms of the strain on
resources that slows population growth, where each cheat-
ing individual incurs a strain that is equivalent to that of

cooperators. This reflects the benefit of cooperation1 � a
for the population: for , cheaters inflate the effectivea 1 0
size of the population so that, when they are common,
the actual number of cells that can be sustained at sta-
tionary phase is reduced. This model contains nonline-
arities that prevent an analytical treatment, although nu-
merical solutions are possible (fig. 2), and these recover
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the same qualitative results derived above for the simpler
exponential growth model.

Methods

We experimentally tested our prediction that cheater fit-
ness will be negatively correlated with the frequency of
cheaters when population growth increases with cooper-
ator frequency. We minimized the possible effects of struc-
tured populations leading to frequency dependence by car-
rying out growth in a shaken liquid media.

Description of Strains

Three Pseudomonas aeruginosa cooperator-cheater pairs
(A–C) were used in this experiment. Each pair comprised
a cooperator strain (“�”), a wild-type isolate that did pro-
duce pyoverdine (pvd), and a cheater strain (“�”), a pvd-
defective mutant derived from the cooperator strain, giv-
ing A�, A�, B�, B�, C�, and C�. Specifically, the strains
used were as follows. A�: PA01 (strain ATCC15692), a
pvd-producing wild type; A�: PAO6609 (Hohnadel et al.
1986), a pvd-negative mutant derived by ultraviolet mu-
tagenesis from methionine auxotroph PAO6409 (Rella et
al. 1985), which in turn was generated by transposon mu-
tagenesis from PA01; B�: PA01 (strain ATCC15692), a
pvd-producing wild type, as for A� above; B�: PA2399,
an unmarked deletion mutant derived from PA01, defec-
tive for the pyoverdine synthetase gene pvdD (Ghysels et
al. 2004); C�: a wild type, pvd-producing clone cultured
from UCBPP-PA14, a clinical isolate known to also be
pathogenic in plants and animals (Rahme et al. 1995); C�:
a pvd-negative mutant coevolved with C� in the labo-
ratory under iron-limiting conditions, which should favor
the spread of spontaneously arising mutants that somehow
avoid the cost of producing siderophores and instead take
up those produced by neighboring bacteria. Both C� and
C� were isolated from the same overnight culture, which
at that point had been passaged through 19 (daily) serial
transfers, where each transfer entailed the inoculation of
60 mL of overnight culture (incubated at 37�C and shaken
at 200 rpm) into 30-mL glass universal vials containing 6
mL fresh medium (CAA; 5 g casamino acids, 1.18g
K2HPO4.3H2O, 0.25g MgSO4.7H20 L�1). Like A� and B�,
which are known to be pvd-synthesis defective, mature
C� colonies also have a pale white appearance, distin-
guishing them from both C� and their parent strain,
which appear conspicuously green owing to the presence
of pyoverdine.

Experimental Design

For each strain pair, “�” and “�” cultures were initiated
from freezer stock and incubated overnight in an orbital
shaker (37�C, 200 rpm). For this first stage, strains were
grown in 6 mL standard King’s B (KB) medium in 30-
mL glass universal vials. After 24 h, the cultures were re-
trieved and vortexed for 45 s. For pair A only, pilot data
predicted substantial cell density differences between the
A� and A� cultures after 24 h growth in KB, so to equal-
ize cell densities in the “�” and “�” cultures, a volume
of A� culture (3.64 mL) was drawn off and replaced with
buffer solution (M9).

By appropriate dilution, we then prepared “treatment”
cultures, mixing “�” (cheaters) with “�” (cooperators) at
cell density ratios of approximately 1 : 1,000, 1 : 100, 1 : 10,
1 : 1, and 100 : 1. These cultures were supplemented with
buffer (M9) such that each would contain cells at ap-
proximately the same density (∼106 cells/60 mL). For each
of these five treatments, we inoculated six replicate “com-
petition” vials with 60 mL of the prepared mixed cultures:
30-mL universal glass vials containing 6 mL CAA medium,
as described previously, supplemented with 100 mg mL�1

human apo-transferrin (an iron chelator) and 20 mM
NaHCO3, necessary for effective chelator activity (Meyer
et al. 1996). The 30 competition vials were then placed in
random order in an orbital shaker for overnight incubation
(37�C, 200 rpm).

To assess the initial ratios of cooperators to cheaters in
the inocula, multiple samples were taken and grown on
KB-agar plates, and colony-forming units (CFUs) were
counted and categorized as either “�” or “�” on the basis
of color and morphology. Similarly, each of the 30 com-
petition cultures, after 24 h of incubation at 37�C, was
diluted, spread onto KB-agar plates, and incubated again
overnight for counting. In this way, we obtained data on
the absolute density and relative proportions of “�” and
“�” CFUs both before and after the competition period.
At each stage, labeling, spreading, and counting of plates
were fully randomized to minimize order effects.

For pairs A and B, a single round of competition was
conducted. In the case of pair C, two rounds were con-
ducted, in each of which a different treatment failed to
yield useful data. The results of both rounds were thus
pooled for combined analysis.

We also carried out a separate experiment to test
whether reducing the period of population growth reduced
the extent of frequency dependence. Using strain pair A,
we simultaneously inoculated two parallel sets of three
treatments, with cheater : cooperator ratios of approxi-
mately 1 : 1,000, 1 : 10, and 100 : 1. Our protocol was iden-
tical to that described above except that, whereas one set
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was cultured for a full 24 h before sampling, the second
set was sampled after just 6 h of incubation.

Statistical Analyses

We performed two types of analyses on data from each of
the three strain pairs. First, we calculated relative cheater
fitness ( ), by comparing the frequency of cheaters at thev
beginning and end of the experiment. Specifically, isv
given by , where x1 is the initialv p x (1 � x )/x (1 � x )2 1 1 2

proportion of cheaters in the population and x2 is their
final proportion. The value of , therefore, signifiesv
whether cheaters increase in frequency , decrease in(v 1 1)
frequency , or remain at the same frequency(v ! 1) (v p

. We assessed the nature and strength of the relationship1)
between and x1, using standard general linear modelsv
(GLMs), with x1 as the explanatory variable. In each case,

and x1 were first log transformed or, in the case of pairsv
1 and 2, converted to the form to normalizelog (v � 1)
the distribution of the residuals, in accordance with the
assumptions of parametric analyses. In the case of pair C,
“round” was included as a blocking factor in the maximal
model but was nonsignificant and so was excluded from
the final model. Second, we quantified productivity (G)
as the final cell density attained by the mixed culture at
the end of the competition period. Again, this was analyzed
with respect to initial cheater frequency, x1, using a stan-
dard GLM. Here again, G was first log transformed to
normalize the distribution of the residuals. All analyses
were performed with Minitab 14.1 (http://www.minitab
.com).

Results

In all three cheater-cooperator pairs, the relative fitness of
cheaters was significantly negatively correlated with initial
cheater frequency (fig. 3A). In all cases, the relationship
was best described by a power function (pair A: v p

, GLM: , , ; pair B:�0.4424.200x F p 92.17 df p 1, 28 P ! .0011

, GLM: , ,�0.123v p 1.856x F p 11.27 df p 1, 26 P p1

; pair C: , GLM: ,�0.176.0024 v p 2.270x F p 37.24 df p1

, ). At low frequencies, cheaters showed higher1, 45 P ! .001
fitness than cooperators, while at high frequencies, cheater
fitness was comparable to—or in the case of pair A, sig-
nificantly lower than—that of cooperators.

For all three strain pairs, productivity of the mixed culture
was significantly negatively correlated with initial cheater
frequency (fig. 3B). In all cases, the relationship was best
described by an exponential function (pair A: G p

, GLM: , , ;8 �1.97x13.56 # 10 e F p 74.83 df p 1, 28 P ! .001
pair B: , GLM: ,8 �2.38x1G p 2.82 # 10 e F p 75.82 df p

, , pair C: ,2 9 �2.13x11, 26 P ! .001 r p 0.70; G p 1.04 # 10 e
GLM: , , ). In cultures initi-F p 139.11 df p 1, 51 P ! .001

ated with a high frequency of cheaters (i.e., the 100 : 1 treat-
ment), productivity was around an order of magnitude
lower than in cultures where cheaters were scarce (i.e., the
1 : 1,000 treatment).

The strength of frequency dependence was reduced
when populations were allowed to grow for shorter periods
of time (fig. 4). In our further experiment with strain pair
A, the population growth was significantly lower in the 6-
h-old cultures than in the 24-h-old cultures (fig. 4B; 24-
h cultures: , 6-h cultures:8 �2.779x1G p 1.01 # 10 e G p

; GLM: final ,6 3.824x11.68 # 10 e density # time F p 119.76
, ). The strength of frequency depen-df p 1, 29 P ! .001

dence with respect to cheater relative fitness was also re-
duced over the shorter time period (fig. 4A; 24-h cultures:

, 6-h cultures: ; GLM:�0.241 �0.036v p 1.303x v p 1.117x1 1

, , ).fitness # time F p 13.06 df p 1, 27 P ! .001
We carried out a number of additional analyses to test

the robustness of our results. First, we considered an al-
ternative measure of productivity: the fold increase in total
cell density over the competition period. These analyses
produced results qualitatively concordant with those pre-
sented here. Second, we considered an alternative ap-
proach for all fitness versus proportion analyses: instead
of regressing x1 against (an expression that itself containsv
x1), we simply regressed the initial odds ratio, x /(1 �1

against the final odds ratio, . By this ap-x ) x /(1 � x )1 2 2

proach, fitted regression lines with slopes significantly less
than 1 indicate negative frequency dependence. In the first
set of experiments, we found this result for all three strain
pairs (pair A: slope , , ,0.73 � 0.02 T p 12.30 df p 28s

; pair B: slope , , ,P ! .001 0.93 � 0.03 T p 2.32 df p 26s

; pair C: slope , , ,P p .029 0.84 � 0.04 T p 4.33 df p 48s

). In the experiment considering different com-P ! .001
petition periods, only the 24-h cultures showed negative
frequency dependence (24-h cultures: slope ,0.84 � 0.02

, , ; 6-h cultures: slopeT p 7.68 df p 16 P ! .001 0.97 �s

, , , ). Third, we repeated0.03 T p 1.29 df p 14 P p .218s

all analyses using the ratio of cheaters to cooperators (xR)
as the explanatory variable, rather than the proportion of
cheaters in the mixed population (x1), where x pR

. For all three strain pairs, results obtained inx /(1 � x )1 1

regressions with xR were qualitatively analogous to those
presented here.

Discussion

In this study, we have determined under what conditions
the production of public goods in microbes will be subject
to frequency-dependent selection. Specifically, we have
shown that if there is strong selection, two sets of con-
ditions can lead to frequency-dependent fitness: (1) when
cooperators acquire more than a random benefit of public
good production—for example, if cooperators tend to be



Figure 3: Relative cheater fitness (A) and mixed-culture productivity (B) as functions of initial cheater frequency for three independent pairs of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains. Here, relative fitness is the proportional increase in frequency of cheaters relative to cooperators, and productivity
is the final cell density of the mixed culture after a 24-h competition period. Fitted lines reflect power (A) and exponential regression (B) curves
estimated by least squares.
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Figure 4: Relative cheater fitness (A) and mixed-culture productivity (B) as functions of initial cheater frequency in 6-h cultures (open circles, dotted
regression line) versus 24-h cultures (solid circles, solid regression line). Here, relative fitness is the proportional increase in frequency of cheaters
relative to cooperators, and productivity is the final cell density of the mixed culture at the end of the competition period. Fitted lines reflect power
(A) and exponential (B) regression curves estimated by least squares. Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals around the means.

clustered together (population structuring) or if individual
cells have preferential access to the public goods that they
produce (fig. 1); or (2) when increased levels of cooper-
ation lead to greater growth, a higher carrying capacity,
and hence more generations over which cheaters can ex-
ploit cooperators (fig. 2). In both cases, the relative fitness
of cooperators or cheaters is greater when they are less
common. We then explicitly tested the second of these
possibilities (by controlling for the first, population struc-
turing), using the production of iron-scavenging sider-
ophore molecules in Pseudomonas aeruginosa as a model
trait. As predicted, we found a negative relationship be-
tween the relative fitness of cheaters and the proportion
of cheaters in the population (fig. 3A). Furthermore, we
found support for the underlying assumption leading to
this prediction—a higher proportion of cooperation led
to greater growth (fig. 3B), and a reduction in the period
of growth led to a decrease in the extent of frequency
dependence (fig. 4).

Situations Favoring Frequency-Dependent Selection

We have identified two ways in which kin selection models
of public goods dilemmas can generate frequency-depen-
dent selection, given strong selection. First, population
structure, incorporating both limited mixing of cells and
limited diffusion of public goods molecules (local social
interaction) can result in the selective advantage of cheat-
ing decreasing as cheaters become more common. When

populations are structured, the level of public goods avail-
able to an individual will depend on (1) the production
of public goods by that individual and its clonal relatives
and (2) the average level of public goods production in
the population. Increasing population structure increases
the importance of the former and decreases the impor-
tance of the latter. A higher frequency of cheaters will lead
to a lower average level of public goods production (2).
The consequences of this will be greater for cheaters, be-
cause they receive fewer public goods through their own
production and that of their relatives (a). This leads to
the relative fitness of cheaters decreasing with cheater fre-
quency. Second, frequency dependence may also arise
when total population growth increases with the level of
cooperation in the population. If more cooperative pop-
ulations achieve a higher carrying capacity, then more
rounds of growth and division are possible before sta-
tionary phase is reached. The selective benefit of cheating
multiplies with each round of division, so that the relative
fitness of a cheater measured over the period of population
expansion increases with the (initial) frequency of coop-
erators in the population (fig. 2A).

How does our work relate to previous theory? We have
provided some specific cases for the general conclusion that
the generation of frequency-dependent selection relies on
strong selection (Charlesworth 1978; Michod 1982; Toro et
al. 1982; Queller 1984; Nowak and May 1992; Day and
Taylor 1998; Rousset 2004; Jansen and Van Baalen 2006).
The aim of this previous work was to elucidate general
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points, and so scenarios were modeled that do not facilitate
simple application to specific systems such as public goods
production (e.g., two-player games; Queller 1984). An im-
portant exception to this was provided by Dugatkin et al.
(2003), who explicitly considered frequency-dependent se-
lection in microbes. However, Dugatkin et al. (2003) did
not explain how frequency dependence should occur in the
first place—their aim was to address the consequences of
frequency-dependent selection, and so they simply assumed
that it occurred. This is analogous to taking equation (7)
or (13) as a starting point rather than determining how they
should arise. More generally, frequency dependence does
not usually arise from most of social evolution theory be-
cause selection is usually assumed to be weak, to make
analyses more tractable (Hamilton 1964; Taylor and Frank
1996; Frank 1998; Rousset 2004). Frequency dependence
can also arise in models for the evolution of cooperation
that do not rely on kin selection (e.g., reciprocity; Axelrod
and Hamilton 1981).

Frequency-Dependent Selection in Microbes

Frequency-dependent selection can, under certain con-
ditions, prevent cheater takeover and facilitate the coex-
istence of multiple phenotypes (Aviles 2002). However, in
two of the three strain pairs examined in this study, cheat-
ers were at least as fit as cooperators, even when common
(fig. 3A). With such a payoff structure, we may anticipate
that, in time, cheaters would go to fixation in populations
where there is little competition between groups. Consis-
tent with this idea, siderophore-defective strains are rou-
tinely isolated from the lungs of late-stage cystic fibrosis
patients, where they typically grow as monoclonal popu-
lations (Lee et al. 2005; Salunkhe et al. 2005; Smith et al.
2006). On the other hand, in an environment where com-
petition occurs between subpopulations and these sub-
populations contain different proportions of cheaters,
those groups with more cooperators may outcompete
cheater-dominated groups (Griffin et al. 2004). Thus, co-
operation may also be maintained by frequency-dependent
selection at the level of the group.

We suggest that negative frequency dependence should
be common in microbes, because (1) both population
structuring and cooperation-dependent growth rates are
likely to be important in many situations, and (2) mu-
tations can occur that lead to large differences in the level
of cooperation (strong selection; see below). Accordingly,
negative frequency-dependent selection has now been
shown for social cheaters in at least 12 studies on seven
microbial species (Velicer et al. 2000; Vulic and Kolter
2001; Fiegna and Velicer 2003; Rainey and Rainey 2003;
Turner and Chao 2003; Dugatkin et al. 2005; Brockhurst
et al. 2006; Harrison et al. 2006; MacLean and Gudelj 2006;

Ellis et al. 2007; Gilbert et al. 2007; this study). However,
while we highlight these studies as support for our pre-
diction, we also point out that most did not explicitly test
the underlying assumptions of why frequency dependence
occurs. Ultimately, a range of complementary approaches
is most useful. At one extreme will be studies designed to
reveal those specific mechanisms responsible for frequency
dependence. For example, our aim in this study was to
test one particular mechanism that can lead to frequency
dependence—cooperation-dependent population growth.
In order to do this, we (1) carried out our experiment in
shaken vials, in order to remove the other possible mech-
anism that can lead to frequency-dependent selection—
population structure— and (2) tested the underlying as-
sumption that a higher proportion of cooperators allows
the population to grow to a larger size (fig. 3B). At the
other extreme are studies in more natural conditions that
examine the net consequences of both mechanisms for
generating frequency dependence (e.g., Harrison et al.
2006). An important task for the future is to determine
the relative importance in nature of the two different
mechanisms that we have shown can lead to frequency
dependence.

We observed a decrease in the extent of frequency de-
pendence when the period of time available for growth
was shortened (fig. 4). This supported the assumption of
our model that the relative fitness of cheats increases over
time as the population goes through more rounds of
growth and division. It is possible that other factors could
also cause the relative fitness of cheaters to vary over time.
For example, as the population grows, this could lead to
a decrease in iron availability that reduces the relative fit-
ness of cheaters (Griffin et al. 2004) or a higher population
density that allows cheaters to better exploit cooperators
and hence increases their own relative fitness (Greig and
Travisano 2004; MacLean and Gudelj 2006). However, ef-
fects such as these cannot explain the frequency depen-
dence evident in our data; in order for frequency depen-
dence to be observed, one of the additional factors that
we have suggested would still be required, such as pop-
ulations with greater frequencies of cooperators growing
to higher final densities.

More generally, our study illustrates that, although the
same social evolution theory originally developed for
metazoans can be applied to microbes, certain aspects of
microbial biology mean that some differences may occur
in the evolution of social traits. In particular, with typical
social evolution study organisms, such as insects, birds,
and mammals, it is usually assumed that mutation will
lead to minor variations in behavior (weak selection), and
so frequency dependence will be relatively unimportant
(Sinervo and Lively 1996; Sinervo et al. 2006; Sinervo and
Calsbeek 2006). In contrast, in the case of microbes, single
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or small numbers of mutations can have extremely large
effects on social behaviors (strong selection; Velicer et al.
1998, 2000; Rainey and Rainey 2003; Velicer and Yu 2003;
Foster et al. 2004; Griffin et al. 2004; Fiegna et al. 2006).
For example, in P. aeruginosa, social behaviors such as
siderophore production are routinely and completely lost
from isolates obtained from lung infections (Lee et al.
2005; Salunkhe et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2006). Further-
more, the majority of microbial cooperative behaviors are
controlled by quorum sensing regulatory networks (Keller
and Surette 2006; Venturi 2006; Diggle et al. 2007). Con-
sequently, the disruption of these networks, even through
the loss of a single gene, can have huge effects on the level
of cooperation. A consequence of the potential for mu-
tations of large effects (strong selection) in microbes, is
that this allows frequency-dependent selection, through
the mechanisms we have described in this study.
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